Bekafor® Classic

Panels
Bekafor Classic is a rigid panel fence system that protects house and
garden in a classic way

Product detail

BENEFITS
High longevity
This system offers certified quality and lifetime, as the panels are made of galvanised steel wire,
plastic coated afterwards with high adhesion.
Easy installation
The complete system of several panel heights and convenient posts, collars, accessories (floor
plates, corner clips and wall fixators) and gates offer a solution for all situations. This system can
even be installed on a wall or concrete floor.
Classic design
Blending into the garden, Bekafor Classic provides peace of mind combined with classic design. The
high rigidity of this residential fence helps you to border your garden in a durable way and its design
makes it very discreet. The panels have vertical barbs at one side that can be placed at the top for
a more protective fence. The panels can be completed with an infill to enchance privacy (Bekafor
Collfort & Bekafor Screeno Line).

Applications

Security level

LOW

HIGH

Functionalities

Gates
Bekafor Classic fences can easily be combined with single
and double Bekafor Classic gates & single Bekafor Essential gates.

Panels
The panels have a width of 2000 mm and are available in a range of
heights from 630 till 2030 mm. The panels have vertical barbs of 30 mm
that can be placed at the top or at the bottom (place the barbs at the top for
panelheights ≥ 1530 mm)
The horizontal curves give the panels extra rigidity.
Mesh sizes are 100 x 50 mm
Wire diameter horizontal wires: 4,5 mm
Wire diameter vertical wires: 4 mm

Coating technique
Panels are made out of galvanised wires. A pre-treatment
process guarantees a perfect PVC-coating adhesion to the product
surface.
The posts are galvanised inside & out (min. coating 275g/m², both sides
together), in accordance with Euro standard EN 10346. Afterwards an
adhesion coating is applied and finally the posts are PES coated (min.
60 micron).

Posts and fixation
Bekaclip posts
Bekafor Classic panels can be installed with metal
Bekaclip posts, (diam. 48 mm). The panels can
be easily fixed to the posts by making use of the
special Bekafor collets.

Options
Several accessories are available for:
-- fixing a panel directly to a wall (wall fixators)
-- installing posts on a concrete floor or wall (base plates)
-- installing panels in an angle (corner clips)

In combination with Collfort slats, the posts have a
diameter of 60 mm.

Infills
Infills available to create privacy
-- Collfort (wooden slats)
-- Screeno Line (PVC slats)

Quixolid Plus post system
Lateral fixing of the Bekafor Classic (XL) panels in
the Quixolid Plus post, without accessories. Perfect
fixing of the curves of the panel in the post profile.
The Quixolid Plus posts (75 x 50 mm + slots every
100 mm) are covered with a plastic cap.

Colours
Green RAL 6005 - Anthracite BF7016M

ASSORTMENT BEKAFOR CLASSIC
Fence height
mm

Dimensions panels
width x height
mm

Height post to be put in concrete
mm

Height post to be put in
base plate
mm

Bekaclip Posts
Number of collets per post
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